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Welcome to Storm
Welcome to Storm Salon of  Brixham. Nestled in the heart of  this famous Devon fishing town, Storm is located just a 
stones throw away from the harbour and convenient local car parks.

The ‘Storm Girls’ will provide a warm welcome on arrival. You’ll enjoy the finest hairdressing that Torbay has to 
offer including cutting, colour and speciality treatments. 

Pay a visit to Storm and not only will you receive the best haircut or top hair colour in Torbay, but you’re 
guaranteed impeccable service with a touch of  the inimitable Storm glamour. Your experience is topped off with the 
contemporary, nautical and modern themed surroundings.

It is our dedication to style and first-class hair expertise that keeps the Storm Society coming back for more. Storm is 
a friendly and relaxing hair salon where you can come and get away from the pressures of  daily life, relax & unwind 
while our professionally trained stylists ensure you walk out with fabulous hair!

We want to make your experience an enjoyable one which is why we listen to your needs, get to understand you hair, 
offer personal advice and provide you with a lovely cup of  tea, coffee or Prosecco.

We’re always delighted when we get feedback and use this to create an even better experience for you next time, so 
please let us know if  you have any requirements.

Exclusive services for Storm Society members. 
Ask your stylist for a membership form and we will get you signed up!
Stay up to date with our news and changes plus book our society services, and benefit from our exclusive offers. 
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Hair Consult
Consultation – 10 Minutes ...........................................................................................................Free 

At Storm, we believe in hair health; and good consultation is key to that.  We provide a complimentary consultation with the staff 
member of  your choice to discuss which treatment or service is best for you. 

All new clients will need to book this service at least 48-hours prior to a colour appointment so we can perform an allergy test. This 
will also need to be booked prior or alongside your appointment if  you would like to change your style, or for us to recommend any 
changes in styles or products and to combat any struggles you have. A £20 booking fee, or credit card details, will be required to book 
any future services. Any booking fee will automatically be deducted from your bill at checkout.

Colour Consultation – 20 Minutes ........................................................................................... £10.00 

A 121 consultation personal to you, involves an in-depth discussion about your hair colour service. We aim to be as transparent as 
possible about your expectations, and what is achievable. We will discuss the journey with you step-by-step, taking out the necessary 
tests and mapping out your costs. 

All new clients will need to book this service 48 hours prior to a colour appointment so we can perform an allergy test. 50% deposit of  
the service payment will need to be taken upon confirmation of  booking all colour services. 

Added Hair Consultation (extensions) – 20 Minutes ............................................................... £50.00

If  you’re thinking of  adding some additional hair to your current style then this service is required. Firstly, to allow us to have a con-
versation with you about your overall goals. And secondly, to diagnose which hair system would be best suited to you and your lifestyle. 

Once we have discussed and planned your hair journey, we will colour match you and book you in for your service. The charge on 
this service acts as a deposit on your final hair style. This will secure your booking, and will come off your bill on completion of  your 
service. Once the hair is ordered the charge cannot be refunded.

Blowout Treatments
 
 Graduate Stylist Senior Artistic Director
 Stylist  Stylist Designer

Short hair blowout & styling (above shoulder) - 30 minutes .......................................£12 ...........£16 ........ £20 .......... £20 ............. £25

Long hair blowout & styling (below shoulder) - 45 minutes ........................................£17 ...........£20 ........ £24 .......... £24 ............. £30

Bouncy round brush blowout & set to go - 60 minutes .............................................. N/A ..........£25 ........ £30 .......... £30 ............. £35

Olaplex treatment & blowout with styling - 60 minutes  ............................................£30 ...........£40 ........ £40 ..........N/A .............N/A

Dry styling (anything from smooth and sleek to bouncy curls) - 15 minutes ..............£15 ...........£15 ........ £20 ..........N/A .............N/A

Up-styling occasional hair - 60 minutes ......................................................................£25 ...........£25 ........ £35 .......... £40 ............. £40

Up-styling occasional hair with cleanse & blowout - 70 minutes ...............................  £30 ..........£40 ........ £45 .......... £50 ............. £50

Extensions blowout & styling - 60 minutes .................................................................£25 ...........£25 ........ £28 .......... £30 ............. £35

Extensions bouncy round brush blow out & set to go - 70 minutes ............................£30 ...........£30 ........ £35 .......... £36 ............. £40

“We believe great hairdressing 
has the power to transform.”

Storm Society Services - Blowout Treatments (per month)

Blowout standard membership - 30-45 Minutes ................................................................. £50
Blowout extensions membership - 45-60 Minutes ............................................................... £70
*Unlimited services every month. T&Cs apply. 
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Ladies Cutting Treatments
 Graduate Stylist Senior Artistic Director
 Stylist  Stylist Designer

Cleanse, Cut & Finish – 60 Minutes ......................................................................N/A .........£30 ......... £36 ..........£40 ............. £45

Sit back and relax for a full hour with one of  our talented stylists. You will receive a full consultation and we will tailor make a hair 
style that suits you as well as your lifestyle. Relax with our hair spa treatment and enjoy a complimentary head massage.

Redesign, Transformation – 80 Minutes ..............................................................N/A .........£40 ......... £45 ..........£50 ............. £60

Similar to the cleanse, cut and finish. With added time to enable a more in-depth consultation, and for us to completely transform 
your style and shape. To show you how to recreate your new look at home and what products we would recommend you use to do so.

Storm Society Services - Cutting Treatments (per month)

Trim-dependence - 40 Minutes .......................................... £25 ......£30 ...... £35 ......£40
Cleanse, cut and finish with you depending on us to re-create your last style. By trimming you back into your shape and styling 
your hair how you like it; a perfect treatment for maintaining. This appointment is within a maximum time of  6-weeks from 
your last appointment. Not including any restyling. 

Curl to Go - 30 Minutes ...................................................... N/A ......£20 ...... £28 ......£30
Cleanse & cut. For naturally textured, curly hair. To re-shape your style to where your hair sits at its best. Finishing with it left in 
its natural pose, or teased with a diffuser. Maximum time of  6-weeks from your last appointment. Not including any restyling.

*T&Cs apply.

Storm Society Services - Gents Cutting Treatments (per month)

Stay Sharp - 20-30 Minutes ............................................................... N/A .....£15 ..... £20 ......£20
Re creating your fresh cut, post cleanse cut & finish. Keep on top of  your cut by maintaining it with this service with a 4 week 
maximum time from your last appointment. Not including any re-styling.

*T&Cs apply.

Gents Cutting Treatments
 Graduate Stylist Senior Artistic Director
 Stylist  Stylist Designer

Cleanse, Cut & Style (with a finish) – 45 Minutes  ..............................................N/A ........ N/A ........ £20 ..........£30 ............. £35

Redesign, using clippers, trimmers, and scissors. Neck, eyebrow, and ear hair tidy. Finished with a blowout, stylers, and products. 
Recommendations of  products used to recreate at home. NB: This service will need to be booked for all new clients and must be over 
8-weeks since last appointment.

Cut & Finish – 30 Minutes  ......................................................................................N/A ........ N/A ........ £20 ..........£26 ............. £28
Optional cleanse, cut and finish using clippers, trimmers and scissors.

Children’s Cuts 
Available for children under 12 only.
 Graduate Stylist Senior Artistic Director
 Stylist  Stylist Designer

Dry Cutting (under 3 years, unisex) – 10 Minutes ...............................................£8 .............£8 .........N/A ........ N/A ............N/A

Girl’s Cleanse, Cut & Style/braid – 40 Minutes ..................................................£20 ...........£25 ........N/A ........ N/A ............N/A
Please arrive 10-minutes prior to your appointment time so we can prepare the hair.

Boy’s Cut & Style – 20-30 Minutes .......................................................................£N/A .........£10 ........N/A ........ N/A ............N/A
Using clippers, trimmers and scissors plus optional cleanse  If  you would like a cleanse, please arrive 10-minutes prior to your 
appointment time so we can prepare the hair.
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Wigs 
Wig Cutting and Styling – 50-60 Minutes  ........................................................................................................................... from £40

Have you purchased a wig that you’re not quite happy with, but maybe with a few tweaks you would feel more confident to wear it? 
We will work with you to achieve a look that suits you.

Extensions
As hair extension specialists we have found that possessing hairdressing skills have been invaluable to us becoming leaders in our field. 
This gives us the edge over any other extension service. We combine our hair cutting and styling skills with our hair extension 
techniques, to master the art of  producing natural looking hair extensions.  

We are proud suppliers of  various award-winning brands, all 100% .human hair. Method, weight & colour will be chosen on 
consultation depending on your hair type and lifestyle. 

Please note: All quoted prices are priced at a length of 20-21 inches, shorter or longer styles are available. All prices quoted 
are from our mainstream brand. More premium brands are available. Prices may vary based on colour & colour effects. 

Application 
All prices are inclusive of  fitting including pre-cleanse, blowout and post application cut, blend & style. For every first application, or 
full set, a take home package is provided with our follow up services (all will be discussed in your consultation).

Nanos/Micros 
50g £248 100g £402 150g £522 200g £606  250g £690

Tapes 
50g £262 100g £431 150g £565 200g £634  250g £762

Weave
50g £257 100g £420 150g £548 200g £642  250g £735

Extension Blowouts
 Graduate Stylist Senior Artistic Director
 Stylist  Stylist Designer

Extensions blowout & styling – 60 Minutes ...................................................... £25 ............£25........£28 ......... £30 ..............£35

Extensions bouncy round brush blowout & set to go – 70 Minutes ............ £30 ............£30........£35 ......... £36 ..............£40

Storm Society Services  
Extension Blowouts     

Blowout extensions membership - 45-60 Minutes .....£70
Unlimited services every month 

*T&Cs apply.

Extension Refit 
30 Minutes - £35
60 Minutes - £70
90 Minutes - £105
120 Minutes - £140

Services 60-minutes+ include a pre-cleanse & blowout.

If  the hair extensions aren’t well maintained, matting can be caused. If  you attend your appointed with this, an addition fee will be 
added. As this will take the stylist added time to resolve. Your stylist can refuse to carry on with this service if  damaged is caused. All 
refits are charged on a timely basis. Surcharge for additional application equipment if  needed.

Extension Removal - 60-70 Minutes ...................................................................................................................................from £60

During your removal treatment. We will remove your existing added hair, de-tangle and remove any build up of  hair followed by a 
cleanse condition & tailor made mask. Blowout & style. You old hair can be taken with you or disposed of.
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Lightening 
All our on-scalp lightening applications contain an extra oil additive. This is designed to make your experience more comfortable while 
nourishing your hair at the same time.
 Graduate Stylist Senior Artistic Director
 Stylist  Stylist Designer

Pre-lighten Root Re-growth – 30-40 Minutes .................................................... £45 ..........£45 ......... £50 ..........£50 ............. £50
Maximum of  6-weeks prior to previous appointment. Up to 50-minutes development time.  

Pre-lighten Full Head – 50-60 Minutes  ..............................................................N/A .........£60 ......... £70 ..........£70 ............. £70
Global application, applied from root to tip. Typically applied on pre-lightened hair or virgin hair. Up to 50-minutes development time.

Lightened Correction – 70-80 Minutes  ..............................................................N/A ........ N/A ........ £85 ..........£95 ............. £95
Global application, applied from root to tip. For over 6-weeks grow out, targeting banding using different lifting levels. Or ends before 
root applications. On virgin or previously coloured hair. Up to 50-minutes development time.

Colour Remover – 30 Minutes  .............................................................................N/A ........ N/A ........ £45 ..........£50 ............. £50
Using one of  our professional removers to shift or lift the base or tone. Please book a colour consultation before booking for this 
service. Double applications may be needed and a post-treatment desired colour service will be needed. 

Foil Work 
 Graduate Stylist Senior Artistic Director
 Stylist  Stylist Designer

Contouring – 20 Minutes .......................................................................................N/A .........£25 ......... £30 ..........£35 ............. £35
Foils used around the hairline to create a money piece or framing.

Highlights - half  head (top and sides) – 30 Minutes  .......................................£40 .......... £45 ........ £55 ..........£55 .............£55

Highlights - 3/4 head – 40-50 Minutes  ................................................................£47 .......... £55 ........ £65 ..........£65 .............£65

Highlights - full head – 60 Minutes  ................................................................... N/A .......... £65 ........ £75 ..........£75 .............£80

Back-to-Back – 90 Minutes  ................................................................................................................................................ from £120
To be used in a colour correction or total transformation. A colour consultation must be booked for this prior to the appointment.

“A great hairstyle is 
the best accessory.”

Colour 
 Graduate Stylist Senior Artistic Director
 Stylist  Stylist Designer

Root Re-growth – 30 Minutes  .............................................................................. £40 ..........£40 ......... £45 ..........£45 ............. £45
Application applied directly to the scalp, roots only, giving 100% coverage.
Maximum 6-weeks growth. Anything after will incur a supplement from £10.

Full Head Colour – 40 Minutes  ........................................................................... £50 ..........£50 ......... £55 ..........£55 ............. £55
Global application of  one or more colours, applied from root to tip using a permanent or quasi bonded dye.  

Root Re-growth & Highlights – 60 Minutes  ......................................................N/A .........£65 ......... £70 ..........£70 ............. £70

Full Head Colour & Highlights – 70 Minutes  ...................................................N/A .........£75 ......... £80 ..........£80 ............. £80

Enhance, Tone & Gloss – 30 Minutes  ................................................................. £28 ..........£25 ......... £30 ..........£30 ............. £30
Quasi colour applied, adds tone, colour or gloss.

Extra colour/long hair supplement. ............................................................................................................................................ from £10

Colour Clinic
All new clients will NEED to have an allergy test. This will need to be completed 48-hours prior to your colour appointment. 

• All colour programmes include a customised treatment mask. 
• Our colouring products contain a bonding agent to help reconstruct the hair and avoid your hair being compromised. 
• Complimentary blast dry for all colours. Please bear in mind this does not include any blowout services or heat styling.
• A deposit of  50% will need to be taken on confirmation of  booking all colour services. This will be deducted from the total 

of  your treatment. 
• All our permanent, quasi & tone-on-tone colours are certified vegan.

Olaplex - from £20

Olaplex is a repair system we can add into your colour that rebuilds the damaged 
disulphide bonds in your hair that have broken during a chemical process. It allows 
you to rebuild the strength, structure and integrity of  your hair. 

This is added in to all your colours you require and processed during your colour 
development time. Followed by No.2 (conditioning sealer at the basin before your 
cleanse).

“Olaplex is the 
ultimate re-set 
for your locks!”
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Creative Colour 
 Graduate Stylist Senior Artistic Director
 Stylist  Stylist Designer

Enhance, Tone & Gloss – 30 Minutes  .................................................................N/A .........£25 ......... £30 ..........£30 ............. £30

Crazy Colour
20-minute development time on pre-washed hair.

Partial – 30 Minutes  ....................................................................................................................................................................... £15
Half  head creative or full head global – 40 Minutes  .............................................................................................................. £40
Full head creative – 60 Minutes  ..........................................................................N/A ........ N/A ........ £60 ..........£70 ............. £70
Foliage - half  head – 50 Minutes  .........................................................................N/A ........ N/A ........ £65 ..........£70 ............. £70
Balayage technique immersed into foil for extra lift tone and development.

Pulp Riot
45-minute development on dry hair including pre-wash & blast dry.

Partial – 30 Minutes  ...............................................................................................N/A ........ N/A ........ £25 ..........£30 ............. £30
Half  head creative or full head global – 40 Minutes  ......................................N/A ........ N/A ........N/A .........£55 ............. £55
Full head creative – 60 Minutes ...........................................................................N/A ........ N/A ........ £70 ..........£80 ............. £80
Foliage - full head – 60-80 Minutes  ..................................................................... £85 ..........£85 ......... £90 ..........£90 ............ £150
Balayage technique immersed into foil for extra tone and development.

Permanent Waving
Please note: Our waving treatments do not include any cut or blowout services.

Full Head Wave – 60 Minutes ......................................................... £65

Half  Head Wave – 30-40 Minutes  .................................................. £50

“Storm is where the 
magic happens.”

Storm Society Services - Express Treatments

This is all about you maintaining your locks until your next full treatment. These services are to be taken within a 4-week 
period from your previous treatment. Ask your stylist for more information.

Crazy Colour (including blowout) – 60-70 Minutes ...............................................................£40 
Pulp Riot (including blowout) – 60-90 Minutes .....................................................................£50
Glow To Go (including blowout) – 60 Minutes  .....................................................................£40
Refresh Me (including blowout) – 100-110 Minutes  .............................................................£45
Make Me Gorgeous (including blowout) – 100-110 Minutes .................................................£65

*T&Cs apply.

Free-hand Colour 
 Graduate Stylist Senior Artistic Director
 Stylist  Stylist Designer

Bare Balayage – 60 Minutes ..................................................................... from ....N/A ........ N/A ........ £70 ..........£75 ............. £75
Balayage on virgin hair.

Bespoke Balayage – 70-90 Minutes ......................................................... from ....N/A ........ N/A ....... £130 ........£140 ........... £150
Root regrowth, balayage, different tones, face framing, balayage including foliage, full head. Colour enhancer/gloss.

Balayage Refresh – 40 Minutes ............................................................... from ....N/A ........ N/A ........ £60 ..........£65 ............. £65
Low maintenance balayage, refreshing old balayage taking slightly higher or brighter. 
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Skin Clinic 
Book in for a consultation with our registered prescriber nurse who provides aesthetic treatments.

Anti-wrinkle
Anti-wrinkle injections work to prevent the formation of  static wrinkles. A non-surgical and minimal invasive solution to improve and 
maintain the appearance of  your facial skin. 

Vitamin B12
An injection to give you boost in Vitamin B12. This can improve fatigue, mood and well-being.

Make-up Treatments   
Wake up and let’s start with your make-up!

All appointments are 121. Please come to your appointment with no make-up and a freshly cleansed face. Please come with ideas and 
preferred colour schemes. This will help in your consultation before starting your chosen look. Please remember to add eyelashes to 
your service if  you would like to add to your look. 

Special Occasion Makeup – 60 Minutes ............................................................................................................................. from £30
Prom Makeup – 60 Minutes .................................................................................................................................................. from £30 
All about the eyes – 30 Minutes ............................................................................................................................................ from £15
Lashes ...................................................................................................................................................................................................£5
Little Ones A touch of  added sparkle for a special occasion – 10 Minutes ....................................................................................£10

“The making of beauty is art, and 
we are the preforming artists.”

Specialist Wedding Treatments
 

Hair 

Wedding Consultation - 10 Minutes
Don’t worry we’ve got you! We will help you tick off one thing on your long list of  things to do! We will give you an exact quote, talk 
over your ideas, and book in your trial. Complimentary

Bride’s hair on the day and the wedding trial.
If  the bride would like an additional trial there would be an additional charge of  £40 for 60 Minutes.
Option 1
For short/ finer hair/ blowout/ style/ up styling ...................................................................................................................... from £110
Option 2
For longer/ thicker hair/ putting in extension clip-ins/ up styling/ braids/ flowers hair ........................................................ from £150
Bridesmaid 
Depending on the length of  the hair/up-styling/ blowout / flowers ......................................................................................... from £40
Flower Girls
Under 11 years ....................................................................................................................................................................................  £25 
Mother of  the bride/Groom
Depending on the hair and how much they would like created. Blowout & sets to up-styling. .................................................. from £40
Call out charge ................................................................................................................................................................................  £50 
(includes travel time, petrol, parking, ferry fees etc.)
 
Please be aware that this is an estimate and is just a rough idea. An exact quote will given upon consultation. A deposit 
of £80 will be required to secure your booking and this will be taken off the final payment. All treatments need to be paid 
for in full at least 2-weeks before the wedding date.

Make-up 

Make-up Consultation – 10 Minutes
Do you have a wedding, prom or special occasion coming up? Want to talk make-up? Look at tones or looks? 
Have a complimentary consultation with our a (make-up artist). 

Bridal Makeup (including trial & consultation) – 90 Minutes .............................................................................from £80
Bridal Party Makeup – 45-60 Minutes ..................................................................................................................from £35
Flower Girl Makeup; a touch of  added sparkle – 10 Minutes  ...........................................................................................£10
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Cancellation Policy

As a salon in high demand, we have a growing cancellation list of  clients requesting 
hair appointments.

We cannot warrant any last minute no-shows or cancellations. Therefore, we have put in 
place a ‘cancellation & missed appointment policy’. Meaning, if  this happens there will be a 

supplementary fee added to your next appointment.

A fee of  50% will be applied if  your cancellation/no show is within 48-hours of  
your appointment time. 

We would also like our clients to know that if  appointments are repeatedly missed or 
cancelled there will be a deposit on future bookings.

As a small business this is something we feel need to put in place. We hope you understand.


